
LEASED BY VENTURE COMMERCIAL

Medical/Consulting • Retail • Offices

2/87 Princes Highway, Littlehampton, SA 5250

125 m²Floor Area:

Leased

Leased: Thu 08-Jul-21

Property Description

Flexible open plan layout
Part of popular supermarket complex
Busy main road, ample parking

ENVIABLE NEW BUILD QUALITY

Brand new commercial premises to be positioned at the front of the busy and popular
Foodland supermarket complex.

The premises enjoy a main road position with outstanding signage exposure and ample on-
site parking. There are estimated to be approx 6,000 vehicles passing per day (source:
https://dpti.sa.gov.au/traffic_volumes).

The development is divided into two tenancies. Tenancy A at the front has been leased as a
fitness /rehabilitation gym, leaving Tenancy B - a self contained tenancy at the rear of
approximately 125 sqm in floor area. The space is open plan but can be partitioned into
offices if required. Each tenancy has its own disabled access bathroom including shower.
The tenancy features a suspended ceiling and reverse cycle air conditioning.

It will especially suit a health-related organisation, being positioned adjacent to National
Pharmacies and the Littlehampton Medical Centre. Alternatively a service centre or
consulting style business would fit in well, particularly those valuing easy and convenient
customer access. Retail uses can also be considered. (All proposed uses subject to
planning approvals).

Zoned:
Housing Diversity Neighbourhood
Suburban Activity Centre
Refer to SA Planning & Design Code for further details.

Lessor works are available as required in return for appropriate rental adjustment.

Other nearby occupiers include a bakery/café, OTR fuel outlet including Post Office, plus
child care centres are also close-by.

For further information, or to arrange an inspection, please contact Commercial Property
and Business Sales specialists, VENTURE COMMERCIAL RLA 251076:

Nigel Grivell 0414 257 999
Harry Sanders 0431 057 346

Additional Details

Zoning
Suburban Activity
Centre & Housing
Diversity
Neighbourhood

Parking
Comments
Large on site car
park for the
complex

Nigel Grivell
0414257999

Harry Sanders
0431057346
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PO Box 658, Hahndorf SA 5245
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